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Your fun and easy guide to Exam 220-221 and 220-222!   

   Get the scoop on the latest revisions to both 220-221 and 220-222   

   The fun and easy way to study for the exam — all the rewards in half the time!
   Here's the A+ certification test-prep guide you've been waiting for &— a For Dummies book-and-software package that actually makes studying fun. Prepared by a CompTIA-certified expert and packed with proven tips and practice exams, it's all you need to master PC troubleshooting and repair — and pass the test!   

   Discover how to:

	Review the material, objective by objective    
	Assess what you know — and don't    
	Spot and avoid test traps    
	Answer questions quickly    
	Hone your skills on top test-prep software    
	Create custom practice exams


all this on the bonus CD-ROM
	Dummies Test Engine, our exclusive, fully customizable test-prep software featuring hundreds of sample questions    
	Software Diagnostics package demo provided by Eurosoft-USA, Ltd.    
	Plus bonus practice-test demos from Super Software, Transcender Corporation, Self Test Software, Boson Software, Vista-Net Publishing, JRK Software, and Dali Design


About the Author
   
Ron Gilster, A+ (1998, 2001), Server+, Network+, I-Net+, CCNA, is the bestselling author of several books on hardware and software topics, including many For Dummies books on CompTIA certification exams.
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Hadoop Backup and Recovery solutionsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn the best strategies for data recovery from Hadoop backup clusters and troubleshoot problems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Hadoop's backup needs, recovery strategy, and troubleshooting
	
		Determine common failure points, intimate HBase, and explore different backup...
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Beginning J2ME: From Novice to Professional, Third EditionApress, 2005
J2ME is a platform for wireless and mobile Java application development. Beginning J2ME makes this and all the fun you can have with it accessible to the first time wireless Java developer as well as useful to the experienced. This book includes coverage such as sound HTTPS support, lots of user interface API enhancements, a Game API,...
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Biodegradable Polymer-Based Scaffolds for Bone Tissue Engineering (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2012

	This book addresses the principles, methods and applications of biodegradable polymer based scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. The general principle of bone tissue engineering is reviewed and the traditional and novel scaffolding materials, their properties and scaffold fabrication techniques are explored. By acting as temporary synthetic...
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Now You're Thinking!: Change Your Thinking...Transform Your LifeFT Press, 2011

	If you can change the way you think, you can change the world.  That’s the theme of Now You’re Thinking! as it tells the story of how a 2-year old Iraqi girl’s life was saved through determination, courage, and critical thinking.  The book begins with the heroic story of how a Marine battalion...
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XPages Extension Library: A Step-by-Step Guide to the Next Generation of XPages ComponentsIBM Press, 2012


	XPages is a truly groundbreaking technology. Its initial release in 2009 revolutionized web application

	development on Notes®/Domino® and brought new life and vibrancy to the developer community.

	As a runtime framework built on top of standards-based technologies and open source

	libraries, it greatly simplified the art of...
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What Business Really Wants from IT: A Collaborative Guide for Business Directors and CIOs (Computer Weekly Professional)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Tackles the mismatch of business expectations and IT activities     

       Business expectations of their IT departments are simple: Deliver IT without fuss, get involved in achieving business results, and provide leadership. But while business emphasis is on business results and leadership, IT is focused on the technology.
...
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